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Students accept nominations
by Alice Corle
News Editor

Five new students joined in the
race for the Student Union Executive offices and the nominees for
theExecutiveofficesofpresident,
vice president and chief justice
accepted their nominations at the
SU meeting last Tuesday.
Elmer Abbo, editor-in-chief of
The Carroll News. nominated
current SU Chief Justice Joe
Cimpennan for the SU presidential office. Cimperman joins the
current SU Vice President Jeff
Stiltner in the race for the SU
presidency.
"I see the opportunity to be
Student Union president as a
means of setting and reaching
goals that will improve the quality
of student life," said Stiltner. "I
can only hope that your faith in me
'1":'··;;:;,-<.:(~~'~'

, ~~ft4~~~;~~~~~,~~,1 to
dopresident
an exceptional
job asasyour
''I
next
is as strong
my
desire to serve you and our Student Umon."
"I accept this nomination with
the understanding that we are not
elected to merely plan social func-

tionsorcontinuesocial programs,"
said Cimpennan. "We elect those
who will lead, those who will
challenge and those who refuse to
become content."
Anton Zuiker, managing editor for The Carroll News, nominated junior Bridget McGuinness
for the office of vice president.
Current SU Secretary Jennifer
Ritter was nominated for the vice
presidency last
'
week.
"Making
change work
takes enthusiasm, experience
and most of all,
courage," said Ritter. "I have the
courage to make those changes
and I want to be a pan of them."
"The Student Union is not a
room in the RecPiex, or a group of
desks in an office. It is not a group
of 20 people that come together
every Tuesday." said McGuinness.
"The Student Union is a voice, a
vehicle on which we can aaempt
to achieve greater student involvement."

•

Committee to discuss
standardized testing
by Chuck Beilstein
Stoff Reporter

Freshman dies in
auto accident
by Julie Smith
News Ecltor

A weekend ski outing turned
into tragedy as John Carroll University freshman Christopher Vig
and his brother Jeffrey were killed
in an automobile accident. Feb. 2.
The two were on their way to
Alpine Valley to go skiing when
the Volkswagen Jena they were
driving swerved into oncoming
traf'ric, striking a Chevrolet Suburban.
Christopher, 19, was driving
and was killed instantly. His
brotherJeffrey, 15, remained alive
for one day until his parentselected
to remove him from life support
systems.
Christopher and Jeffrey were
the only children of Dennis and
Marilyn Vig of Chester Town-

ship.
"God took them both because
one wouldn't have made it without the other," said their father
DennisViginanarticleintheFeb.
4 Cleveland
PlainDealer.
"They need
each other."
"When
these tragedies happen,
it's a terrible
thing, and
we'dencourage students
to seek any
assistance L - - - - - - - - - 1
they need through their resident
assistants, the Campus Ministry,
and through the University Counselling Services," said Donna
Bymes, head of Residence Life.

A committee has been formed
to consider university-wide standardized testing, but testing will
not be instituted for at least a year
or two.
The committee will have 10
reach a decision by the 1993-1994
school year, when the North
Central Association of Schools
examines J.C.U. for accrediting
purposes. Their major question
will be how Carroll's faculty
should assess major and core requirements.
According to Dean Frederick
F. Travis, public pressures on statesupported schools have initiated a
nationwide concern on the effectivenessofhighereducation.John
Carroll's response will be determined in upcoming meetings of a
committee lead by Frank J.
Navratil, PhD.
Currently. several schools test
graduating seniors for achievement. Economics, psychology,
and political science majors take
the Graduate Record Exam (GRE),

issued by the Educational Testing
Service (ETS) in Princeton, New
Jersey.
Fourth-year students in Mathematics are required to take the
Field Achievement Test, also
written by the ETS. The History
and English departments have
stopped giving graduation exams,
continued on page 8

Junior Class President Allen
Hamilton nominated junior Judy
Nemanich for chief justice, while
Senior Class Senator, John
Reichard, nominated junior Corey
Schaal for that same office.
Nemanich and Schaal join junior Laura Boustani in the race for
the chief justice position.
"John Carroll is a place where
people care and act, but we can
find room for improvement," said
Boustani. "My main project will
be to wipe out racism on campus.
The Student Union also needs to
be more respective to student body
needs and must reach out to commuters.''
"Students should reap all the
benefits of the Student Union,"
said Nemanich. "It is important
for me to try to make a difference
and I think it's time for a new
personalityfortheStudentUnion."
"I have worked with drive and
determination to make things better and malce things work," said
Schaal.
"I do not wantto be an enforcer
or an iron fist I want to be flexible
and work with the students and the
Union."
Nominations were also taken
at Tuesday's meeting for the Executive offices of secretary and
treasurer and will still be taken at
the Feb. 12 meeting.
Junior Class Senator Dennis
McAndrew nominated current
Junior Class Secretary Adrienne
D'Angelo for SU secretary.
"No one represents a wider
group of students," said
McAndrew. "Shecan maintain the
bonds of the Student Union."
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Ridiculing T-shirts have
no place in Bookstore
In this time of war it is of the utmost importance to maintain our
sensitivity to the opinions and feelings of all, to maintain the mutual respect
and understanding which is necessary for dialogue and proper conflict
resolution. This sentiment should be without question ataJesuit institution
such as John Carroll University.
Upon occasion, it has become commonplace for the University Bookstore to act as a vehicle in which students can merchandise T -shirts. This
war has spurred some entrepreneurs to market a shirt modeled after the
Hard Rock Cafe logo saying, "Hard Luck Cafe: Baghdad."
This shin makes light of the victimization of innocent Iraqis who have,
at this point, little control over their situation. Support of our government
is acceptable. Needless ridicule of the adversary is not.
There is no place more appropriate to uphold the rights ofcapitalism than
in the United States of America. If some students feel there is a need for
.,uch merchandise, then let them fill it using their own means. But to allow
the University to be this vehicle is to let Carroll be abused, misunderstood,
and misrepresented. It is not worth the shirt off our back.

'Time to pump you up!'
"I'm going to workout" echoes across campus. In residence halls, in
classrooms, and most of all, in the Student Activities Center, the parting
' with a renewed vigor for physical
call signals a student body complete
exercise.
With the recent completion of the Ralph Vince Fitness Complex, the
amount of calories burned and muscles bulked have increased. One reason
we know this is because every new machine digitally tells the user how
many calori es were
burned in the
time exercised. It's the
kind of ma1f ~ \)
chinery that Drago used in
Rocky N.
And with these attractive . ,..... , , , ~ ,..., , ' new machines students and faculty members~ ·~ '..=.--!~. _.. have embarked on
· lieve the stress and chalpersonal fitness programs to re(
" : ~grown up with Presidenlenge of academic life. Students have
tial Physical Fitness programs in elementary schools and
mandatory physical education classes in high school. With no authority
blowing the whistle now in college, the responsibility for personal wellbeing lies with each and every person. The activity in the athletic complex
of JCU shows very well that the members of John Carrol University have
taken up that challenge to add sound bodies to those sound minds. Good
lifting, everyone.
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When Protests Get Out Of Hand

Remove Saddam Hussein,
not the opposition
This essay is
about power, war,
and people. My
opinion has come
about very slowly
and is an educated
opinion in that 1
have taken steps to
learn more about
the issues of late
by
regarding the PerBill O'Connell
sian Gulf War. My
opinion isn'tabsolute in that it is always changing. I challenge all people to challenge themselves
and to challenge me, for it is only through
open, honest discussion and the free flow of
ideas that we can grow in our understanding of anything.
Power, it's a very small word which has
some very large implications for Americans today. Wars are about power and the
Persian Gulf War is no exception. Should
the United States be seeking more power in
the Middle East? I say no. But should the
United States and the Allied Forces be
seeking to stop Saddam Hussein from gaining more power, anywhere? You had better
believe it!
I remain WlCOnvinced that allowing economic sanctions to go any further would
have done anything more than allow Hussein
to strengthen his military and possibly gain
access to nuclear weapons. Had the United
States used another option, the turning off
of water flowing into Iraq from Turkey, or
the cutting off of foodstuffs to Iraq, surely
there would have been a great outcry against
the U.S. for harming civilians.
As for negotiating with Hussein, forget
it! Do we really want to justify his actions
and give credence to his hostile takeover of
another nation? The Palestinian question?
Does anyone really believe Hussein had
anything other than the accumulation of
power on his mind when he moved into
Kuwait on Aug. 2nd? The United Nations
had no choice but to set the deadline that it

did and act upon it by striking military and
other strategic points.
The question must be asked, who would
you rather have in power, a dictator who
has killed most everyone in opposition to
him, or a government that encourages the
free flow of lhoughts the way the United
States does? Now this isn't to say that the
United States should be in power in the
Middle East, but it is to say that Hussein
should not be. The Kuwaiti government
wasn't anything to write home about, but
they also weren't trying to control the
world's oil.
So yes, I do support the war and I do
support the troops.
The other great tragedy so far in this
war, besides the unknown number of allied and Iraqi dead, is the countless number of people in the United States who do
not believe in healthy dialogue and discussion. These people would rather name call
and use arguments that attack people rather
than issues.
John Carroll University Students For
Alternative Solutions For Peace held a
conference on the situation in the Gulf.
There is no question in my mind that
although the conference was well attended,
there would have been many more present
had the conference taken a particular stand
either for or against the war.
It seems that people don't want to become infonned about an issue but would
rather be content in their ignorance. People
would rather go to their pro- and anti-war
demonstrations, which end up being little
more than disorganized pep rallies, than
become truly infonned and knowledgeable about an issue.
Those people on both sides who don't
bother to listen to other sides are doing
exactly what most everyone condemns
Saddam Hussein for doing, that is, removing the opposition. Go ahead, go to your
rallies and hang your flags, but don't ever
remove the opposition either from your
country or from your mind.
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Letters to the
Forum article draws fire
To theEditor:
Weareaddressingthis lettertoMr.JeffLohr. Weknow
Mr. Lohr and we know that he tends to run off at the mouth
at times, without thinking, offending everyone within
earshot. This is one of those times.
Mr. Lohr, you seem to think that those who are fighting
the war in the Gulf and those who are supporting them are
murderers. That is a preuy fundamentalist position, don't
you think? You are saying that anyone who does not raise
their hand 10 protest is destined for the fiery gates of hell.
Who are you to say that? Who made you God and the
supreme j udge of morality? Who gave you the right to
thousands of men and women who are laying down
their lives for a cause that they are unsure of? Yes, they too
are quesuomng the moralny of kilhng someone, even if it
is the enemy. They did not enlist to kill people. They are
not murderers. The very fact that you accuse them of
murder, Mr. Lohr, just shows how extremist your posilion
is. They probably enlisted to pay for their education, a
burden you were very fonunate not to have to undenake,
Mr. Lohr.
War is immoral. Killing is immoral. No one will deny
that. But, Mr Lohr, we are not murderers. Every one knows
Webster's definition of murder. Everyone knows that
really does not apply to wanime. You are taking things out
of the context they are commonly put in. You are not
proving a point by doing so. You have not raised an
awareness of anything by your extremist remarks. If you
have raised anything at all it has been ire. It is not the anger
you were hoping for, anyway. Your remark was shallow
and, of course, not made with common sense. Imagine a
soldier's bestfriendormotherreadingthoseremarks. Will
they rethink their stance on the war? We don't think so.
They need suppon. The soldiers have enough inner problems to deal with without being accused of murder. Have
you ever wondered why so many Vietnam veterans are
mentally ill? People like you, Mr. Lohr, fl.lled their heads
with ideas that they were mass murderers. Combine those
accusations with the atrocities of war and you have one
confused human being.
You are probably reading this letter and cheering
yourself on. Hold off from patting yourself on the back.
This is not the anger of people who are suddenly aware of
the atrOCities of war.
This is not the anger of people who want to challenge
you to a debate on what is murder and what is not murder.
is is surprise and this is disgust. Your remarks were
disgusting. No, we did not miss the point of your anicle.
We got the gist of it and were disgusted. We are sure that
you will get more leuers to this effect. We liked the little
religion bit too.
Add insult to injury, Mr. Lohr. Tell these young men
and women they are murderers and then tell them that God
says they are murderers. You don't know what the hell
God thinks of them.
We suppon the war. We don't plan on seeing hell. We
also don't insult, scare, and incite trouble. Does that make
us better people than you, Mr. Lohr? Some would say yes.
However, we are judging your remarks not you. To
paraphrase someone very special to all of us, "Let those
without sin be the ones to cast the first stone."
Look at yourself and look at your article, Mr. Lohr.
You have accomplished nothing.
Marie Pasquale, '91
Lisa Lagona, '91

To the editor:
perimental," or "progressive." These music types are
Concerning the arucle wriuen by Jeff Lohr in the Jan. essenttally the same. That 1s, they're all absolute, despi3 1, Carroll News, "War seems noble, but quesuons morals, cable trash.
"we believe the author's conclustons to be questionable at
It's a darned good thmg that the wmdows are soundbest and offensive at worst.
proof so that I don' t have to hear the mccssant, alleycatWhile the author has a right to express his opinions, he like, depressmg singing tones of the lead smgers and their
does not have the right to pass down his personal moral alleyway instruments clang1ng hke broken sewer pipes,
j udgements upon others. To categorize those among us making soundc; that a 4-year old could easlly reproduce.
who suppon U.S. troops in the war as well as Presidential This music is depressing, bizarre, and docs not merit betng
and U.N. policies by stating "if you suppon the war, you are called music. Fiddle-faddle might be more appropriate.
a murderer" is both ridiculous and offensive.
Why not trash such programs for other music like jazz.
If Mr. Lohr says that "if you suppon the war, you blues, classtcal, and even good ol' rock-and-roll? You
suppon the murder of mnocence, " how does he feel about know, the kind of mustc that has stood the test of time and
innocent Kuwrutt and Israclt Citizens who have been at- IS rooted m real talent and hard work? One friend told me
taCked by Iraqi soldiers or the over 450 million gallons of that WUJC polled the campus and found progressive
music to be htghly demanded. I would hate to thtnk that
oil that have been dumped into the Persian Gulf?
We feel that one of the reasons for this war is to protect that was the case. So do me a couple of favors WUJC:
innocent people from the Jraqt leader and his army.
make sure to poll me next ume, and absolutely sure you
We also find fault with Mr. Lohr's characterization of cut off staoon power 24 umes a week.
U.S. servicemen and women as tradmg God and the inJason T. Stahl , '93
nocence of their soul for the love of their country. Most
religions, while opposing war, state that a soldier who kills
in battle wiJI not be judged a murderer before God.
Family and friends remember
We suppon the U.S. and the United Nations efforts in
the Gulf to remove Saddarn Hussein from Kuwait; however,
To the editor:
at no point during the war have weeverconsidered ourselves
How can you sum up someone like Chns Vig in just a
to be murderers.
few sentences?
John Logue, '92
Chris was a dedicated person in everything he did. He
Thomas Flannery, '91
knew exactly what to say in nearly every situation. He was
self-mOLivated, which allowed him to set his own goals
Protesters betray soldiers
and achieve them.
He had a good faith in a Joving God thal helped him tO
To the editor:
see the good in others. Il'ssoawful lhar itmakessomeahing
several days ago I decided to write a letter to the editor like this to realize how much you love someone.
He has touched us and will always have a special place
of the Carroll N~s to express my displeasure with the
anti-American protesters. Since the protesters provide mo- in our hearts. We still haven't fully grasped the reality that
tivation for Saddam Hussein, I was going to equate them to he is gone.
We love you, Chris, and your brother Jeff. No matter
the enemy putting a gun to a soldier's head.
However, this morning at 5 am.EST, my family re- what anyone says, the only thing we all want is to have
ceived a phone call from my eldest brother, a U.S. Marine them back with us to share the good times.
Chris will be missed very much, but our love for him
on the front line in Saudi Arabia This being only the fifth
call since mid-August, we were delighted to hear his voice. and his brother Jeff will never die.
He said that he is getting about20 Jeuers a day from family,
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Vig and close friends
friends, and supporters, but he is also getting letters from
proteSters. They tell him that he is wrong for being there,
that America is wrong for attacking Iraq and that AmeriT-shirts are offensive, insensitive
cans do not suppon the soldiers. He added that many of the
soldiers are getting similar letters and it has negative
effects on the morale.
Dear Editor:
These proteSters infuriate me. Not only are they boostI
was disturbed today when I went to my mailbox and
ing Hussein's morale, but they are also deflating the morale
found
an advenisement for a "Hard Luck Cafe" t-shirt
of American soldiers. In effect, this is conspiring with the
with
"Baghdad"
as the city. I fmd it hard to believe
enemy to put a gun to the heads of our soldiers.
someone
or
some
group would try to profit off the
And as for the soldiers being wrong, recall that they did
destruction
of
a
city,
even if it is the "enemy." I do not
not ask to be in Saudi Arabia, yet they do not complain
thinlc
that
the
American
Red Cross wouJd want a pan in
about risking their lives for America. Throughout Amerisuch
an
insensitive
project.
can history many benevolent men and women fought and
If I did not know the people at John Carroll better, I
died tO protect our sacred ideals of freedom, including free
would
say that they were just war mongers who were only
speech. So do not criticize, but suppon, thank, and pray for
interested
in making a fast buck off someone else's
the soldiers who make (made) freedom possible, "For he
suffering.
who serves his fellows is, of all his fellows, greatest (Dr. E.
Umer Goodman 1891-1980) !"
Siobhan Malavt, '94
Sincerely yours,
Paul V. LeMay

WUJC is "trash·
To the editor:
I am thoroughly disgusted with the programs that WUJC
offers this spring semester. I counted about 24 weekly
programs that went under the hcadi
of "modem," "ex-
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War goes on, but so must television and life
babes, and magazine babes?
ME: Oh, you're hilarious, pal. Shadows?
W.: Oh, and you'd do any difHow are ya doin '?
W.: Pealcs.
ME: Cool, save it. But just out ferent
W.: Fine, but I'm goin' loony
ME: OK, so I'm a homdog.
For the fJTSt couple of days watchin' TV all day. Especially of cunosity, have you been readI like to have some sense of
But
with
all
this
war
•
&#%on
all
day.
ing
the
paper?
after Jan 15,1 had been on a news
W.:
Yeah,
I
can't
believe
the
knowing
what's going on; what
That'sallmymom
wantstowatch.
binge. On the night America
Ozzie
will
do, what Bush will
Browns
aren't
protecting
Hussein
ME:
Well,
you
know
it
is
hislaunched its fJTSt air strike on Iraq,
Newsome;
they
could
easily
get
do
...
was
up
all
night
watching
war
tory
in
the
malcing.
I
W.: Bush sucks.
correspondents, analysts, and
W.: Yeah, yeah. But
're
show
ing
o
I
d
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~~
they
ME:
HOW
sensationalist reaction coverage
WOULD YOU EVEN
of wives and families of service- Moonlighting's on LifeKNOW!?! We're at
men. Perhaps it was the novelty of time-the ones with Mark
war and you just want
all:
this
being
my
generation's
Hannon.
it
to pretend we're not
fJTSt war and all. I hungered for
ME: So you'd rather
You're of an eligible
information and got loads of it as
just be clueless about
age if they start draftfiveofthesix TV channels covered
what's going on in the
ing, as are most of your
nothing but the war for days on
world than miss Cybill
friends. And before
end. From what I saw, all my
Shepherd. eh?
you go ripping the
fellow students were caught up in
W.: Damn straight
president, why don't
the newscasts too. But maybe the
ME: So what else have
-etworks and CNN overdid it. as
you tune in and see
you been up to?
time and a phone call seemed to
what he's doing?
W.: I've been reading
tell me.
W.: Sorry, dude. I
some comic books and my sister's
Around Jan 22,I got a call from
another three years out of him.
think I was watching Tag Team
Cosmopolitan magazines. Man
my pal, who I'll call Mr. WonME: You're seriously telling thatnight. You know, with Rowdy
you should see some of those arderful for the sake of anonymity.
me you refuse to keep up with this Roddy Piper and Jesse "The Body"
ticles:
"What to do if you have no
\
Ventura.
Iraq deal, aren't you?
A recent sporting injury has left
bosom".
W.: Man, I'vegototherstuffto
him at home laid up, and eager to
ME: Sure, professional wresME: Cripes, man. Like you
worry about.
talk to someone besides his doting
tlers turned actors - the ultimate
could use that information.
ME: Like what? You have all redundancy.
mother.
W.: Seriously, it's so hilarious.
the time in the world and all you're
W.: Easy, Chuclcles. I mean,
ME: Hello?
They've gOl that girl from that
doing is ogling soap babes, rerun just 'cause you had journalism
WONDERFUL: Is this Chuck
freaky show in these slinky "dale
Buy-L-Steia'P 1'bil is the 1nlanal dresses" and this history ofaphroRevenue Service and your 1989
disiacs.
taxes arc !arc. We're sorry, but
ME: Twin Peaks or Dark
we're going to have to...
By Chuck Beilstein
Forum Writer

Students hold the
flame of the lamp
of knowledge

Student Union' tiews ~Election Information
• Nominations will still be taken for the executive offices of Secretary & Treasurer at the
Feb. 12 meeting.
• Pirmaries for the executive offices of President, Vice President and Chief Justice will be
Feb. 11 & 12.
• Debates will be held on Feb. 13 in the
Jardine Room at 8 pm.
• General elections take place on Feb. 18 &
19. Please Votelll

• The sorority of ZTO is selling camations for
Valentine's Day on Feb. 8, 11, 12 & 13.
• Ursuline College invites all JCU students to
its Marde Gras party on Feb. 8 from 8 pm - 1
am.
• Room still available for the Senior Week trip
to Myrtle Beach. Information available in the

su.

• The senior trip to Holiday Valley is Feb. 8
from 3 pm to 2 am.

you thmk you're this high and
mightypoliticalgeniusnow. Well,
excuse me for needing to be entertained. I want to see some sports,
some sex, some jokes. I don't
need to sec guys in gas masks
doing hectic bulletins as missiles
arc being fired all around them.
I'm sick of it
Since then, I've come to see his
point. Sure, I love to keep up with
the Crisis/Storm/War/Conflict on
a daily basis, butl'm not too sure it
should interfere with regular programming. Usually the regular
newscasts and newspaper fill me
in pretty well. I was glad the
Super Bowl was aired in its entirety. And aU the prime time fare
and soaps are back, too.
So from now on, I'm going to
keep it all in perspective. As much
as I want to be informed, I do not
want to stay up until the wee hours
watching CNN's assortment of
maps, photographs of reporters
they have on the line, and lineup
of "military experts". There are
other sections to the newspaper.
There are other shows to watch.
As much as war dominates our
lives right now, we must go on.

It is not unusual, if you sit in
on a John Carroll class, to see
severaldifferenttypesofstudents
in the class room. You will see
sleeping students, drowsy students, students that are looking
out the window, students that are
studying other subjects, students
that dranlc tOO much last night,
students that are writing letters to
friends at home, students that are
just staring into space, students
that are oblivious to their own
existences (and the existence of
the professor), students that are
thinking about their dates later on
that night. etc. In shon you see
students that are thinking about
everything else but the subject at
hand.
I've noticed a trend on campus. A trend of which I'm not
proud.
I see classes deteriorating in
frontofmyeyes. Iseeclassstruc-

tures falling apan.
The main reason for this erosion is the lack of student participation in class. I feel that the
university exists to inspire our
minds and to encourage intellectual discourse between professor
and student. This discourse has
been disappearing in our classrooms.
I, from my experiences, feel
that this erosion is not the complete fault of the professor. The
reason for it may be the lack of
enthusiasm on the part of the students.
The students' attitudes toward
what they want from an education has changed. It used to be
that a university existed to explore
intellectual pursuit It seems now
that universities have been reduced to expensive technical
schools. We have not searched
for answers ourselves, we have
gone to classes expecting the
teacher to hand us the answers.
We have forgotten that we no
longer have teachers, but we have
professors. Professors are there
to guide us in our learning. They

are to show us the right path they
may even hand us a map, but we
are expected to trek the path using
our own judgments. They are
there to guide you on the path,
they are to show you the right
way, but are not supposed to hold
your hand on the trip. We have
had our hands held in grade school.
In high school, the grip was loosened, but still existed. Here, at
college, we are to let ourselves
free of the grip. We have to let
ourselves be free enough to explore
the world of knowledge.
The professor may share the
trip with us, both of us learning as
wego. Wemayrelyontheprofessor at times. The professor will be
next to us, not holding our hands,
but simply as a journey companion. The professor may even ask
us to show him the way on occasion, and if we are wrong, he is
there to get us back on track.
Answers can no longer be
handed to us. We should answer
on our own. The questions should
not already be asked for us, we
have to begin to ask our own.
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President Bush speaks to college students,
concerned organizations respond
The following IS a feller by the President of the United States to all college students
that was originally sent to 540 college newspapers on Jan . 10. This week The Carroll
News received a copy of this letter and a rebuttal from the World Federa/ISI
Association, an interest group that 1s working to transform the United Nations into a
democratiC world federation.
Presidential letter to college students
If armed men invaded a home in this country, killed those in their way, stole what they
wanted and then announced the house was now theirs-- no-one would hesitate about what
must be done.
And that is why we cannot hesitate about what must be done halfway around the world:
tn Kuwait
There's much in the modem world that is subject to doubts or questions - washed in
shades of gray. But not the brutal aggression of Saddam Hussein. The facts are clear.
The terror Saddam Hussein has imposed upon Kuwait violates every principle of
human decency. Listen to what Amnesty International has documented. "Widespread
abuses of human rights have been perpetrated by Iraqi forces ... arbitrary arrest and
detention without trial of thousands ... widespread torture ... imposition of the death
penalty and the extrajudicial execution of hundreds of unarmed civilians, including
children."
There's no horror that could make this a more obvious conflict of good vs. evil. The
man who used chemical warfare on his own people now oversees public hangings of
diSSenters. And daily his troops commit atrocities against Kuwaiti citizens.
The brutality has reverberated throughout the entire world. If we do not follow the
dictates of our inner moral compass and stand up for human life, then his lawlessness will
threaten the peace and democracy of the emerging New World Order we now see: this
long-dreamed-of vision we've all worked toward for so long.
A year after the joyous dawn of freedom's light in Eastern Europe, a dark evil has
descended in another pan of the world. But we have the chance - and we have the obligation- to stop ruthless aggression.
I have been in war. And I tell you this with all my heart: I don ' t want there to be war
ever again. I am determined to do absolutely everything possible in the search for a
peaceful resolution to this crisis, but only tf the peace is genuine, if it rests on principle,
not appeasement
While we search for that answer, in the Gulf young men and women have put their own
lives on hold to stand for peace in our world and for the essential value of human life. Many
are younger than my own children. Your age, most of them. Doing the tough duty for
something they believe in.
Let me tell you about one of the soldiers over there, S.F.C. Terry Hatfield, a young man
from Georgia. He sent me a Christmas card. And this is what he wrote:
"Mr. President. I just wanted you to know my soldiers and I are ready to do whatever
mission you decide. Freedom as we know and enjoy has been taken away from another
country, and must be restored. Although we are separated from farntly, friends, loved
ones, we wdl do what must be done ... We stand ready and waiting. God bless you and
the U.S.A."
Terry understands the moral obligation that has compelled our extraordinary multinauonal coalition to make this stand in the Gulf. To look this international terrorist straight
in the eye and say: no concessions. To proclaim for now and the future: no compromises.
Terry waits thousands of miles from the White House, yet we share the same thoughts.
We desperately want peace. But we know that to reward aggression would be to end the
promise of our New World Order. To reward aggression would be to destroy the United
Nation's promise as an international peacekeeper. To reward aggression would be to
condone the acts of those who desecrate the promise of human life itself.
There~ times when we confront values worth fighting for. This is one such time.
Each day that passes means another day for Iraq's forces to dig deeper into their stolen
land. Another day Saddam Hussein can work toward building his nuclear arsenal and
perfecting his chemical and biological weapons capability. Another day of international
outlaws, instead of international law.
I ask you to think about the economic devastation that Saddam Hussein would continue
to wreak on the world's emerging democracies if he were in control of one fifth of the
world's oil reserves. And to reflect on the terrible threat that a Saddam Hussein armed with
weapons of mass destruction already poses to human life and the future of all nations.
Together, as an America united against these horrors, we can, with our coalition
partnerS, assure that this aggression is stopped and the principle on which this nation and
the rest of the civilized world arc founded are preserved.
And so let us remember and support Terry Hatfield, all our fine servicemen and women,
as they stand ready on the frontier of freedom, willing to do their duty and do it well. They
deserve our complete and enthusiastic support- and lasting gratitude.
George Bush
President of the United States

Dear Mr. Pres1dent

In your recent letter to college students and at your January lOth press conference, you
used the phrase "a New World Order" several umes. We, the unders1gned, do not believe
a New World Order can be achieved by going to war. Deploring the use of force, we urge
you to pledge now to support the followmg elements of a New World Order after Saddam
Hussem withdraws from Kuwait:
1. Strengthened U.N. Peacekeeping Forces. to insure the security of all natJons 10 the
Mtddlc East.
2. U.N. supervised reductJon of all armaments tn the enure Middle East reg1on,
tncludmg the elimtnation of all nuclear, chemical, and btological weapons
3 A spcctal U.N. Arbitrauon Panel to determine the merits of any claims Iraq has
agamst Kuwait.
4. A U.N. supervised elecuon for the people of Kuwait
5 A separate U.N. sponsored imemauonal conference on all Middle East problems.
6. An Impartial Intemauonal Cnminal Court to uy heads of state who violate
international law by initiating wars of aggression.
7. Initiation of a Helsinlu-typc process to protect the human rights of all citizens
throughout the Middle East
8. Strengthening and restructuring the United Nations to give 1t the authority and
funding it needs to insure world peace, economic progress and a healthy global environment

We respectfully suggest, Mr. President, that war is a tactic of the old world ordernot a New World Order. A true New World Order, we maintain, should include stronger
U.N. Peacekeeping Forces, U.N. supervised reductions of armaments, arbitration panels,
free elections, international peace conferences, Helsinlci-type processes to protect human
rights, impartial international criminal courts, and a new strengthened UniiCd Nations.
None of the above elements should be regarded by anyone as "unacceptable linkages"
or as rewards for Saddam Hussem's aggression. Instead of gomg to war, we simp\y ask

you, Mr. Pres1dem. to spell out your vision now of a New World Order.
And if that vision is bold and clear enough, we believe it will unlock lhe door &opeace
which has been shut tight by the threats of war.
Sincerely,
Prepared by
U.N. Task Force of the Alliance for a Common Future
and Endorsed by the following organiations:
World Federalist Association
Pax World Foundation

Campaign for U.N. Reform
Church Action against South Carolina/Georgia Nuclear Rum
Fund for New Priorities
Maryland United for Peace and Justice
Methodists United for Peace and Justice
National Women's Conference Committee
Operation Real Security
Professionals' Coalition for Nuclear Anns Control
Psychologists for Social Responsibility
SANE/FREEZE Campaign for Global Security
Women for Meaningful Summits
Women Strike for Peace

addressed to:
Forum Editor
:. ·'''< The Carroll News
.•·•···'Eh~<
reached .t~5~i.miJ
=<<-,., ....-..
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Energy policy debate begins
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to profit from conservation mea- speeches."
sures and to give them a tax break
The Department of Energy sent
ve
power
for
using
altemati
a
policy
proposal to the White
CCQpyrlghll99 l. USA IOOAY/Appte
Coteo- lrtoonatoon Ne"'-'ollc
sources; force states to adopt House in Dec.ember. It reportedly
minimum efficiency standards for has bogged down over how much
WASHINGTON -Congress, new construction; streamline the emphasis should be placed on
spurred by concerns over the price process for approving natural gas conservation.
and supply of Mideast oil, began pipelines; and increase the Strate·
Bush said in his State of the
debate this week on a national gic Petroleum Reserve from 1 Union speech that he would pro·
billion to 1.5 billion barrels.
pose a national strategy calling for
energy policy.
Both Johnston and Sharp say "conscrvaticn and efficiency. in·
Two key congressional play·
ers say the time has come for a the time is right for the United creased development and greater
policy. And in his State of the States to stand up to its depen- usc of alternative fuels."
Union speech last week, President dence on foreign oil.
Sharp said afterward he was
Bush promised to offer one up.
Last year the country imported pleased because there had been
Democrat Bennett Johnston of nearly 50 percent of its oil, a rumors Bush m1ght not propose
Louisiana, chairman of the Senate record.
an energy pohcy, and he especiaiJ y
Energy Committee, opened hear·
Because oil and glSOiine were was worried that the president
mgs Tuesday on the nation's en- relatively inexpensive, that record would ignore conservation.
ergy situation.
likely would have drawn little at·
Johnston said he hasn't disHe 'II release deta1ls of h:s pro- tention before Iraq invaded Ku· cussed his plan with Bush but has
posed legislation then. It's ex- wait.
had regular conversations with
pected to seek to sumwate proBut the initial tensions andre- Energy Secretary 1ames Watkins
duction in all energy areas - coal, sulting war have forced oil prices and expects the Energy Depan·
nuclear, natural gas, oil - and up and raised new C011ccrns about ment to endorse many of his pro·
provide incentives for conserva· U.S. reliance on energy supplies posals, wh1ch include expanded
from such a volatile pan of the offshore oil drilling.
lion.
Phil
world.
Meanwhile, Democrat
Sharp said he expects the ad"With the war in t~e gulf now, ministration to reveal its energy
Sharp of Indiana, chairman of a
House energy subcommittee, on if we can't pass a really meaningful policy proposal within the next
Friday detailed a package of en- energy policy, then shame on us," few weeks.
ergy-related bills, with the prom- Johnston said.
Johnston wants to move his
"I think that we cannot escape measure lhrough commiuee
ise of more to cpme.
He is focusi~Jton both conser- the hard economic fact that for all quickly and have it on the Senate
vation and renewable sources of of the world,a majorsource ofone noor by early March. Sharp foreenergy, such as solar and hydro- of the cheapest forms of energy is sees a more extended timetable,
electric. "Neither conservation there in the Middle East," Sharp with committee action within six
alone nor production alone is go· said. "We should now strengthen months. He also predicted that
ing to meet our needs, or, from a our energy position. But to be truly nailingdownanational policy will
political point of view, is going to independent is a very costly be a two-year process.
(Judith Barra Austin and Su·
be able to survive in Congress."
proposition which has never seri·
Among other proposals, Sharp ously been undertaken in this san Traylor write for Ganneu
wants to allow utility companies country anywhere but in News Service.)
by Judith Barra Austin
and Susan Traylor
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National panel to issue 'report card'
on state of American schooling
by Jud ith Barra Austin
CCQP'fl1ghtl991. USA TOOAY/~ College
lr1011TlC111on 1'141"'-'ollc

WASHINGTON- Gov.Evan
Bayh said Saturday that while the
National Education Goals Panel
is making progress toward fm<ling
a way for states to test improvements in their schools, much work
remains to be done.
Bayh is one ofsix governors on
the panel, along with four members
of the administration and four
members of Congress. Its job is to
develop and implement a reponing system that will measure
progress toward

Earn '20
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1st Donation
with this ad
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398-0440

Open 7 days • wHk
Mon.-Thurs. t il 8 p.m.
Proper I.D. Requir.cl

tiona! education goals.
Bayh was anen<ling the Na·
tiona! Governors' Association
winter meeting, which ran through
Tuesday.
The panel faces a September
deadline for developing a "repon
card" for checking progress.
"I think we need to have shonterm goals, which is to have
something tangible accomplished
by September, a good rust step,"
Bayh said. "But we need to have
long-term goals, toO, particularly
in the area of assessmenL
"It'seasy to set lofty goals, but
determining the progress that
we've made toward achieving
them is the hard part. particularly
when we have primary and sec·
ondary education systems as the
province of 50 different states and
within those states a variety of
school systems."
Bayh suggested that the report
card finished by fall will give a
picture of education in the nation

as a whole, while it may take another year to develop a system for
measuring how an individual state
is progressing.
What's available in September
also should give a needed sense of
how the U.S. education system
compares internationally, Bayh
said.
"There's a clear relationship
between how our economy does
and how our education system
does," he said.
"And we're now in a world of
international economic competition, so it's imponam that we be
able to determine how our education system is doing internation·
aJJy."
Down the line is the most
controversial part of the goal
program, he said. "The ultimate
step is providing information to
individual students, their families
and schools."
(Judith Barra Austin writes for
Ganneu News Service.)
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Defense budget looms large
diers and sailors the Defense Department says it will need- from
CCopyrlght 1991. USA TODAY/Apple
CoileQ411rlormotlon Netwoll(
1.8 million active duty soldiers in
1992 to 1.6 million in 1995. By
WASHINGTON The 1995, the National Guard and the
Pentagon's ftrSt post-Cold War various branches of the military
budget reveals the beginnings of a reserves will outnumber the acshift from the Soviet threat to a tive duty forces.
Third World threat
By 1995, the number of Army
The Department of Defense's divisions wiiJ drop from 28 to 18;
request for $278.3 billion in 1992 thenumberofaircraftcarrierswill
- 1 percent less than the amount drop from 1310 12; thenumberof
necessary to keep abreast of m- carrierairwingswillgofrom 1510
flation - caUsfornomoreTrident 13; the number of fighting ships
nuclear submannes and for will drop from 545 to 451; the
mothballing the controversial MX number of Air Force tactical
Rail Garrison program after its fighter wings will drop from 36to
ftrSt teSL
26, and the number of strategic
Reflecting early lessons learned bombers will drop from 268 to
in the Persian Gulf War, the ~ 181.
fense Department wants a draThis budget, however, was
matic increase in the program to prepared before Operation Desen
build missiles such as the Patriot Storm and there are likely to be
to shoot down tactical missiles. delays in shrinking the force size
That program would jump from so fast, especially in the Army.
$218 million to $603 million.
Although there are some clear
There's also a dramatic pro- shifts in this budget toward Third
posed drop in the number of sol- World threats, Congress is lilc:ely
to decide the Defense Department
isn't moving fast enough in that
direction. Part of this budget still
includes several state-of-the-art

by Richard Whitmire

Student-soldiers pose financial,
emotional probleiDs for colleges
by Keith Goldschmidt
CCopyngnl 1991, USA TODAY/Apple

College tntormotlon Netwoll(

Nearly 300 chairs are empty in
classrooms at Mississippi State
University-vacated by students
who were forced to drop classes
and add war to their curriculum.
"Mississippi is a state of small
towns and cities," university
spokesman Sammy McDavid srud
from Starkville. "People tend to
be more conservative and patriotic."
Most campuses around the nation have seen at least some students trading backpacks for duffle
bags as part-lime sold1ers are
called up to active duty.
Auburn University m Alabama
said goodbye to about 50. Arizona
State University lost 40. Purdue
University is missing 83, the University of Washington, 41 and the
University of WISconsin, 90
The list goes on as youth is put
on the battle lines.
"Emouonally it docs have an
impact," said Dennis Courwey,
assistant registrar at Purdue.
''Thcre'sagreatdealoffeeling
here. There are a lot of famil1es
touched ...
About 158,000 rr.embcrs of
National Guard or military reserve
units have been called up because
of the war with Iraq. The Pentagon docsn 't know how manv are

students. Some colleges are even
having a tough time keeping up
with the statistics.
But many colleges and universities have adopted flexible rules
for those forced to drop out of
school.
The University of Wyoming,
for example, provides full refunds
or partial credit for course work
completed.
It also gives refunds for campus housing. Spouses left behmd
in married student housing proJCCts
can stay for free. Anome y services
for such things as wills or power
of auomey also are free.
Other coUeges make it easier
for a student to leave school Without a financial or academic penalty
and return in good standing.
"We are going to do everything we can to help these young
men and women," said Donald
Carter, registrar at Texas A&M
University, which has lost 52
students.
Studentscannotyetreceive full
refunds for withdrawing from
A&M, but the Texas Legislature
1s expected to soon approve that.
The financial loss caused by
the student exodus is mirumal for
most campuses, even at Austin
Peay State University m Tennessee, which lost more than 750 students to the war effon.
Most of those came from a
university branch at nearby Fon

Campbell, Ky., home to the lOlst
Airborne.
Theuniversitystillhasarccord
enrollment, and many other campuses with thousands of students
don't feelanyeconomic impact of
the dozens who have lefL
Emotionally, it's far different.
"The war gets closer," Notre
Dame psychologist Palrick Utz
said.
"It just brings it home. For
most of the srudents, the war IS
somewhere between reality and
fiction.''
"It's hitting us hard ...," said
Kyle Poole, a student at Trevecca
Nazarene College in Tennessee.
Mississippi State, perhaps because so many students have been
called to war, held a noon-hour
rally last week to support the
troops, which drew an estimated
2,000 people.
"It's the biggest non-athletic
event I've ever seen," said
McDavid, who's worked at the
school the past 13 years and was a
student during the '60s. "Mississippi State IS not a demonstrative
type campus."
(Keith GoldschmidJ writes for
Gannett Ntws Service.)

But the controversial Seawolf
barely escaped congressional
budget cutters back in the days
when the Soviet threat was still
imminent. and there will be a stiff
fight over whether to cancel the
Seawolf and continue building
more of the present 688-class
submarines.
-Strategic Defense Initiative.
The Bush administration sees a
United States threatened not by
hundreds of SS- 18 warheads
headed this way, but rather by a
hmited, or accidental launch. That
new program will be called
GPALS - Global Protection
Against Limited Strikes.
Hoping to capitalire on the
success of the U.S. Patriots stopping Iraq's tactical missiles ftred
toward Israel and Saud! Arabia,
the Defense Department wants a
stiff increase in SDI funding.
"Star Wars is trying to wrap
itself in the success of Patriot.''
says John Pike from the Federauon of American Scientists.
Whether they get that money
depends on both the war and the
recession, Pike predicted.
If there's a shon recession,
weapons the Pentagon originally and a short war where advanced
said it needed to meet the Soviet technology weapons are dubbed
threat.

winners, there's a chance the De-

Included are:
- The B-2 Stealth bomber.
The Air Force wants $4.8 billion
next year to build four more of the
expensive bombers, and the Air
Force wants to keep building B-2s
up to a total fleet size of 75.
The planes were originally
designed to penetrate heavily defended Soviet airspace with missions such as hunting down mobile
nuclear-tipped missiles. But at estimates of about $865 million per
plane, including research and development, Congress is unlikely
to give the Air Force what it wants.
- TheSeawolfsubmarine. The
Navy has agreed to slow down the
rate of buying the advanced submarine, asking for $2.3 billion to
build one Seawolf m 1992.

fense Department will win much
of that money, he said.
The budget outlined over the
weekend probably won't be as
revealing as the Desert Storm
supplemental budget expected to
be released Feb. 15. Will the Defense Department really stand by
tts decision to either reduce or
cancel all weapons that appear to
be doing well in the Gulf?
Says Gordon Adams of the
Defense Budget Project, who remains puzzled why so many Desert
Storm weapons are left out of the
1992 budget: "They may be
husbanding their resources for
other programs."
(Richard Whitmire writes for
Ganm!ll News Service.)

Fr. Desmond Wilson
From Northern Ireland
will be speaking on the homeless of
Northern Ireland

Thursday. February 14
4 pm in the Jardine Room

ALL WELCOME TO ATTEND!I
Sponsored by: Irish Club , Sociology
Association, & Project Gold
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Senate overrides
presidential veto
By Alice Carte
News Editor
The John Carroll Student Union
Senate voted to override a presidential veto on a bill that approved
l.he serving ofalcohol at a possible
concert in the spring.
At the SU meeting on Jan. 29,
l.he Senate passed a bill allowing
the executive officers to offer
$15,000 to Edie Brickell and the
New Bohemians for a concert with
the provision that, upon proper
consent of the Dean of Students,
the Executive branch support a
designated area at the concert in
which people 21 years old and
older could purchase beer.
Dave Averill, SU president,
vetoed the bill because he felt that
all of the repercussions of serving
alcohol at this concert had not
been considered.
''Tocommitanactivityaslarge
as a concert to alcohol is a decision
that demands much consideration," said Averill. "Can we accept the liability of this concert?
Will it be possible to quarantine
an area sufficiently? When one-

JOHN CARROLL STUDENT UNIONTPRESENTS:

SPRING BREAK: 91
March 30th ..,.., April 7th
DESTINATIONS:
1. Panama City Beach, FL -- Own Transportation From $125
2. Daytona Beach, FL --Own Transportation From $145
3. Cancun, Mexico-- From $429 • only !Q spots

* Pay with MasterCard, Visa, American Express, check, cash

FOR MORE INFORMATION
JEN RITTER AT 397-5301
OR
THE STUDENT UNION AT 397-4230

fourth of the crowd can drink, is
the distraction of not being able to
drink alcohol in our best interest?"
"These questions must weigh
heavily against the obvious positive effects: increased ticket sales
and alcohol profits."
Averill feels that the decision
should be made at a later date
when l.he concert is a certainty and
when proper infonnation about
how the concert would be run is
available.
"This decision should lie in the
hands of the Executive officers at
some time in the future when we
have all the facts," said Averill,
"at a time when we will not ask
simply what will be fun to have
but also what is in our best interests for a concert."
The Senate voted 14 to 4 to
override the veto. "This is the
classical struggle between the
legislative and executive branches
of any government:' said John
Reichard, the senior class senator
who proposed the alcohol
amendment. "This decision shouJd
not be left for one person to decide."

JCU to implement
senior testing
continued from page 1
at least for 1991.
Future exams are being developed for the philosophy, religion,
and physical education departments.
Dr. Navritil said that although
the tests are often seen as hurdles
to graduation, they would lose
credibility if they were not
He also said students may not
take the exam seriously and the
curriculum and professors' efficiency to convey information
would be inadequately represented.
In some cases, students who
flunk the GRE, in economics for
example, can meet other requirements to graduate, according to
Travis.
Travis said achievement in the
fonn of improvement wouJd be
stressed if testing were to be
adopted.
Testing incoming freshmen,
and then giving them a similar test

when they have completed basic
core requirements is one method,
according to Travis.
Issues that face Navritil and his
colleagues include what fonn of
test to use. Navritil sees an objective test much I ike the school of
business gave in the 1970' s as a
possibility.
The revamped ETS test would
be less expensive and more nationallyrecognizedthanacampusgenerated exam. The test fee
wouJdeitherbeabsorbedintuition
costs or graduation fees.
Questions also revolve around
the sample to be tested. Navritil
said a complete sample would be
obviously more expensive, but the
pressureon all students would give
"needed incentive" to take the test
seriously.
Ironically, the push for standardized testing comes at a time
when, according to Travis, school
heads had been moving away from
giving them.
Travis cited the senior seminar
alternative in some majors. He
also claimed fourth-year classes
in some sciences and languages
serve as comprehensive evaluations, since the subject matter is
cumulative.
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Plans for Dance Marathon are in full swing
by John Hogan
James Taylor's song "Showerthe People
with Love" will be the theme of the annual
John Carron University Dance Marathon
supporting the Rainbow Babies and
Children's Hospital which wiii take place
March 22 through the 23.
Like last year the marathon will be dedicated to the memory of a John Carroll
student and Rainbow Babies Hospital resident. This year's marathon is in memory of
Heather Forsythe, a student who died of
cancer last summer.
The Marathon is being headed by cochairpersonsJenniferRitterandJoeRinaldi.
So far they have 100 people on the 10
committees backing them. They have been
preparing for a while and they are still
going about their work with a lot of enthusiasm.
Many of the sororities, fraternities and
other campus orgaruzations have volunteered their service during the marathon.

These organizations
will be manning the
more than 30 game and
food booths that will
be set up that night.
Surprise appearances
are expected from local celebrities.
The music for the
26-hour affair will
consist of selections
from five DJs representing WUJC, 88.7
and three live bands.
Night Bridge will perform on Friday night.
Stats and a band from
the basement of Dolan
Hall will perform on
Saturday. Theirmusic
will support the seven different themes of
the night.
Throughout the night awards will be
given to the dancers for best costumes and

dance abilities, to the organizations for
raising the most money and to the winners
of a poster contest.
Money will be raised through the fees

and sponsors of the dancers, ads in the
marathon's program, fund raisers that will
be held before the marathon, the game and
food booths, and through donations from
alumni and local corporations. All the
money raised through these functions will
go directly to Rainbow Babies Hospital.
Last year over $14,000 was raised for
the hospital. This year's goal has been set
at$15,000.
Sign-ups for dancers begin Feb. 25 and
will continue thru March 10. The fee for
dancing is $50 per couple.
The dance will begin Friday at 5 p.m.
and end Saturday at 7 p.m. with closing
ceremonies. The public is welcome from 5
p.m. until 2 a.m. on Friday and 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. on Saturday. Information will be sent
out this week to all students, organizations
and faculty. If you have any questions,
would like to volunteer, or need any general
information about the event, call Jennifer
Ritter at 397-5301, Joe Rinaldi at 3915034, or the Student Union Office.

Young adults reflect on Christianity
by Hefen Joyce
The Christian Life Community
at John Carroll University is a
group of students who gather together each week to support one
another in living a s piriwal
lifestyle.
The purpose of the campus organization is for members to gather

and reflect on their lives, to pray
together, socialize and minister
with one another using Ignatian
Spirituality as a model. The focus
of the group is on the effective
side ofstudents that is not possible
in any other clubs and groups.
CLC is a process. ll is a way of
life, it involves a growth process
that is a gradual growing into a

certain way of living one's entire
life.
The nature of the university
CLC and the age of the group
involved demands much flexibility in the process of developing
the group. One can expect the
university CLC to be together on
a year to year basis constantly
reforming with the addition of new

members to the group. Typically
the group is between stages that
have been defined as pre-community, initiation and redemption.
The student CLC will be an
introduction to the CLC way of
life which hopefully will take root
laterinantheiradultlifeand community. As mentioned above the
university CLC introduces spiri-

13897 Cedar Road
(located in Cedar Center Plaza)

932-8828

TONIGHT! -- TONIGHT! -- TONIGHT!

tuality and models the CLC way
of life. This group's formation
seems to be a permanent commitment to the university since it is a
vocation. It is a frrst step in IT' 0 king a permanent commitment to
the community which comes at
the end of a four to six year process.
There is a realization in the
student group that CLC is a worldwide organization that shares the
universal Ignatian vision. Although the initial formation and
the future of CLC is largely centered in the university and local
community, an important part of
the vision of CLC is the connection with the world community.
This is accomplished in the young
adult group with an attempt for
greater awareness, understanding
and openness to other people and
cultures by the group.

THE JESTERS .

FREE

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student ._ Eligible for Some ~pe of
Financial Aid Regard!... of Gl'lldet or Plirentallncome.

We now accept Visa & Mastercard
Chess and backgammon boards available every
night. Clubs meet on Mondays.

21 & Over Only

• M•ny adloll!$hlf)a ,,.. given to atudenta baNd on their ICidemk: lnleftata,
c:arHr pl~na. ftmlly heritage end paae. of rnldenee.
• Th•re'• money .v.lllb.. tor 11udenta who tww. be•n newspaper earrleft,
grocery chtrkl, cheer..ldel'&, no~n~C~Qrs . .. etc.
• Auulu GUARANTEED.

CALL
1·800·542·5174
ANYTIME

o/afentine
C[assifieds
$.50 ·· 20 words or
less
$1 •• over 20 words
Sign up in the Inn
Between Fri. - Mon.
or stop by the CN
office
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Students get the chance to study in Mexico
by Kelty Conners
& Christie Horcarufka

Dr. Katherine Gatto will host a
meeting on Feb. IS in the Language Lab at 3:30 p.m.to discuss
the 21st Annual Cooperative
Summer School Program between
John Carroll University and the
Instituto Techologico y de Estudiar
Superiores de Monterrey.
This program has been in existence since 1965, and John
Carroll has sent students almost
every year since the beginning.
The program is open to any level

undergraduate Spanish students
whoarewiJiing tospendaswnmer
in Monterrey, Mexico.
The summer school program
has been deemed accredited by
the U.S. Southern Association of
Colleges. Students can earn up to
IOsemestercredithoursinSpanish
and experience the Mexican cuilure.
During the six week program
students sign an "Oath of Honor,"
making a commitment to speak
only in Spanish, in class and outside of class. This helps students
immerse themselves in lhe Span-

ish cuJture.
"Communication and conversation were emphasized. My
fluency has improved dramatically,"said Kristine Tuttle, aJunior
who attended the program in 1990.
Courses include Spanish for
business, history of Mexican an,
and Spanish for Mexican-Americans. The coureses are divided
into four levels based on the
student's level of Spanish fluency.
The summer school program
runs six weeks. During their stay,
students are given oppotunities to
visit local points of interest. Some

of these trips are organized as pan
of the classroom experiences.
During lhe program students
aregivena five daybreak in which
they are encouraged to visit areas
of Southern and Central Mexico
to experience pre-Columbian and
colonial cultures.
"I had a lot of fun on the field
trips where I learned more about
thecultureand history of Mexico.
I would definitely go baclc ifl had
the opportunity," said Tuttle.
Other important parts of the
program are informal lectures and
social get-togelhers. Interaction

with Mexican students gives them
the opportunity to practice their
Spanish skills in a social setting
among peers.
'The Mexican students are very
friendly and warm people. They
go out of their way to interact with
the American students," said Dr.
Gatto.
"I think anyonethe least bit
interested in Spanish should seriously consider going. You really
do learn so much, it's incredible,"
said Lisa Pasewicz, a junior who
attended the summer school program in 1990.

A student
discusses job
possibilities
with a Sherwin
Williams
representative
at Car eer Night
, which took
place on Mon.,
Feb. 4, and was
sponsored by
tbe J CU
Placement
Office

YOU CAN HELP JOHN CARROLL RAISE $500,000
DURING THE NEXT THREE YEARS .....
WITHOUT COST TO YOU!!!
John Carroll University is now participating in the new US Sprint® "Tel-A-Fund™" educational support program.
HOW: Through "Tel-A-Fund™," the University receives a US Sprint® donation equal to 5.2 percent of its monthly
- - -·-- - -- - ·
long distance billing.
l

l

a donation equal to 3.9 percent of your monthly residential I' Jfftl~~~~
long distance phone bill at no cost to you .

F

• If your business also subscribes, the university will :
receive another donation equal to 5.2 percent of your busi- ;
ness' long-distance phone bill at no cost to your business.
• Once enrolled in the US Sprint® "Tel-A-Fund™ program,"
you are absolutely free at any time to change your long
distance carrier.
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• When you subscribe, John Carroll University will receive 1 ~ ~ ~: ~ o
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CAlli 100 177-1000 FOR

• Remember, this program costs you nothing and may even save you money. Even the changeover fee of $5. 00
from you current phone company to US Sprint® will be credited on your phone bill after your third month as a
customer.
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TO GET YOUR AUTHORIZATION FORM SO YOU CAN SIGN UP TODAY
CALL OK STOP BY THE ALUMNI OFFICE
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Saudi life unfamilar to westerners
by Marie Pasquale
Staff Reporter

Though media coverage of the
Gulf War abounds, the kingdom
of Saudi Arabia remains somewhat mystical and quite Wlfamiliar to those outside its borders.
Why is Saudi Arabia so mysterious tO those outside of its
botmdaries? FirSt, the country does
not ISSUe tOuriSt V1S3S. When
questioned about this restncnon,
H.abtb Shaheen, director of the
office of mfonnauon at the Royal
Embassy of Saudi Arabia in
Washington , replied, "Every
country has tts regulations, and
this is part of our regulations."
Moreover, to enter the country,
one must be an invited guest of an
employer or a sponsor.
Saud! Arabia is tOm. In one
way. the country has been modernized. Saudi Arabia holds 25
percent of the world's oil. Its
royalty and "nouveau riche" arc
able tO spend lavishly on material
possessions, often imported from
the West Howevcr,ittsastrongly

Islamic country and its inhabitants
are forced to adhere to Islamic
codes which conflict with traditionaJ Western thinking. Saudi
Arabia has been thrust into the
spotlight, much against its will
because of its large oil reserves
and the ongoing Gulf conflict.
As one may have already
guessed, Saudi civilization is extremely rigid. Islam is the only
religion pennitted in the country.
If one wishes to practice any other
faith be must do so in privacy. No
religious artifacts, including crucifues and theStarofDavid, may
be dlsplayed or worn in public. In
fact, Jews are not pennitted tO
enter the country without spectal
pcnntssion.
As is apparent, the important
aspectoflife in Saudi Arabia is the
Islam religion. Also, religion is
the one aspect oflife in the Middle
East that is foreign toWestemers.
Religion JS the one aspect of life
that we need to understand.
There IS no separation between
church and state. This dates back
to Muhammed and his teachings
in the year 613 AD. Muhammed
was a preacher, a prophet m the

eyes of Moslems, before he became a political leader. He was
asked tO rule the city of Medina, in
what is now Saudi Arabta, in the

600's.
He used power and force tO
conquer enemtes and territOries
because, as the Moslems believe,
everyone should be a Moslem.
Islam became the identity of a
myriad of tribal peoples who, until
the time of Muhammed, did not
have an identity.
Muhammed emphasized the
correlation between church and
state, in that one should influence
another.
Moslems worship only one
God, Allah. Jesus Chnst is considered a prophet of significant
importance. The Koran is the only
truth and the only way of life. A
Moslem has five pillars or duties
(Arkan) that must be perfonned.
Business in Saudi Arabia is
very unlike that m the Western
countries. The United States, Europe, and Japan are the country's
primary trading partners, and all
business and trade is regulated by
the Saudi government.
Business people must have a

Saudi partner or agent to conduct
business. The most revered part·
ners are members of the Royal
Family or Saudi princes. They act
as middlemen, recetving large
percentages for their involvemenL
Saudi businesses pay no corporate taxes. no interest (there ts
no usury), and no income or property taxes. One can obtain business insurance but not personal
insurance.
Saudi society is paternalistic,
that is, it is dominated by men;
however, women do have rights
and are believed tO be created
equal. According to the The
Diplomat, women can "inheritand
can retain dowries.. .it ts contact
with men and the outside world
that are subject to major constraints."
Women are taught to cater tO
their husbands' every whim. There
are still harems in Saudi Arabta,
meaning that one man may have
several wives.
Weddings are only attended by
women. Divorce is obtainable by
reciting "I divorce you" three times
and is permissable hv mutual
consent, repudiation by the man,

or judicial consent. This seems
odd in a society with such strict
moral codes. The wife is given a
"security period" of three months
to determine if she is pregant before the divorce is flnal. She may
keep her dowry and she retains
custody of boys until age seven
and of girls until puberty.
"Jobs for women are limited to
teaching, secretarial work, or doctors, segregated from the male
population," said The Diplomat.
They cannot vote and are not permitted to appeal to the king.
These among many other facets of Saudi life may be confusing
to a Westerner. Perhaps this is
why there is such a problem between the two cultures. Or perhaps Western ethnocentricity is
overwhelmingly present in attitudes toward other cultures.
And though Saudis cannot bet
on the Super Bowl or protest
openly, theirs is a culture based on
pride, religious fervor, and dedication to cultural values.
Most importantly, an understanding and acceptance of this
lifestyle is but a beginning in
bridging the gap between cultures.

The Comedy Sho\V
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Comic art is enjoyed by the
big kid in all of us
by PJ. Hruschak
Stoff Reporter

..I

When knickers were the cat' s
meow and chewing bubble gum
was bad, only children read comic
books. Now, when children are
wearing rad Reebok Pumps and
watching bad Ban on television,
comic books are read by both
children and adults.
After the release of the movie
Batman two summers ago, comic
book sales increased to between
20 and 30 percent above normal
for many local comic book stores.
Much of the increase was due to
the media auention of the movie.
"Because of the media hype
for Batman, there was a 30 percent increase on Batman items
alone," said Gayle Kapelka, the
owner of North Coast Nostalgia,
5853 Ridge Rd.
"Batman helped cause a lot of
interest in comics and brought
in a lot of first time [comic
book) buyers.
"MoreoftheaverageJoes
are coming in that would never
have thought of coming into a
comic book store before."
Tom Zjaba, who has
worked at B & L Comics,
14309 Madison Ave. as a
salesperson for five years. ...
said that many comic book
titles other than Batman also increased in sales after the Batman
movie was released.
"Immediately following
Batman, sales on all items and
comics increased at least 20 percent," said Zjaba. "It wasn 'tjusta
fad. Many people who started
buying comics because of Batman
have continued to buy more
comics."
Dick Tracy, a more recent
movie based on a comic book
character, has had a similar effect
on comic book sales.
"Since [Dick Tracy] was released many people have come in
and demanded Dick Tracy comics," said Zjaba. "Many adults
carne mto our store looking for
Dick Tracy comics and memorabilia that we just didn't have."
Dick Tracy comic books have
not been made for over 20 years.
Because of the demand for Dick
Tracy comics, Gladstone Inc. released a new Dick Tracy comic
book, entitled The Original Dick
Tracy, two months after the
movie's release.
"The Dick Tracy' movie affected sales almost immediately,"
said Brian Bendis, an assistant

manager of Super City Comics,
412Superior Ave.N.E. "Old Dick
Tracy comics and pins were dug
out of the attic and brought here,
too. It was odd."
Adults who used to read comics when they were younger returned to comic book stores to buy
comic books that they once owned.
"Fathers carne in and [bought)
older comics that their mothers
had thrown away, or that their
wives had sold," said Kapelka.
"Nostalgia for comics and heroes
has brought back many customers
who stopped buying because of
the misconception thatcomicsare
meant for kids.
"The Batman, Dick Tracy, and
theTeenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
movies have helped remove that
misconception."
According to Entertain~nt
This Momh (ETM). a monthly
comic book buyer's

What do you enjoy most
about the cafeteria?

in comic book titles and comic
book sales entirely to the release

of the movie Batman.
''Batman was a good, good
thing for the comic book busi·
ness," said Kapellca. "Now, people
just can't get enough comic
books."
ETM predicts that the upcoming release of Batman /I will have
a similar effect on comic book
sales and Batman memorabilia
following its release. Also. since
the new Robin will be featured in
the Batman sequel, older comics
with the sidekick will increase in
demand, thus appreciating in
value.
As a result of the success of the
comic based films, several comic
book companies such as DC and
Marvel have announced that they
are looking into their other titles
for movies in the future.
Movies based on comic books
which are in planning or production include The Shadow", "Richie
Rich, Spiderman. Captain
America, and due for release
this summer is Rocketeer
and the TMNT sequ el
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

*'Holidays.whenit•s
closed!h

II.

Other movies which have
spawned from comic books
includeSuperman, Popeye.
and the more recent Teenage Mwam Ninja Turtles,
whereas comics such as
catalogue, many comic book Robocop, the Disney character
companies have re-released pre- comic books, Married With Chilviously cancelled comic book ti ties dren, StarTrek. and Planet of the
or have added more titles in re- Apes have been based on successsponse to the recent increase in ful movies or television shows.
"The biggest rationali7.ation for
popularity of comic books.
DC Comics has re-released buying comics (made by older
Green Lantern, Hawkworld, and people) is that they are buying
Star Trek comic books within the them as an investment," said
last year, all of which were can- Bendis. "Many times that is true,
celled more than two years ago but most just want to read the
comic."
because of a decrease in sales.
Read them they may. but many
DC Comics has also added a
new comic book, Legends of the may be money in the bank.
Early issues of TMNTput out
Dark Knight, which features sto·
ries about Batman before he ac- 10 years ago are worth over $500,
for example. SpUkrman # 1, re·
quired his partner, Robin.
Walt Disney Comics has re- leased last June, cannot be found
released several comic books, in· for less than $5, and several speeluding Donald Duck Adventures cial editions of that same issue are
currently worth in excess of $50.
and Goofy AdvenJures.
Marvel Comics has created a Robocop # 1 is worth approxinew comic book starring Spider- mately $10, and many issues put
man. entitled Spiderman, which out by Disney within the last year
sold over three million copies two are worth more than $ 10. Older
weeks after the ftrst issue was Dick Tracy comics, as well as
many other comics. can be found
released last June.
Spiderman currently holds the for as little as $20, or as high as
record for the number of a single $2,000.
So, watch the silver screen for
issue sold with over five million
copies of Spiderman #l sold thus the investments of the future.
Sometimes it pays to go to the
far.
Kapellca attributes this increase movies.

"Ya-hoo two
entrees"
BdanGeary
Sophomore·
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Be Kind. rewind

Summer movies heat up long, but mild winter
Adventures of Ford
Fairla~~e.

by Mike Clark©

The Freshmon
Three and a half
starS. (1990, RCN
Columbia, $91.95)
DuHard2
Penned (terrifiTwo stars (1990, CBS/Fox,
cally)
and directed (a
$94.98)
bit
raggedly)
by AnHas snakebit John McClane
drew
Bergman,
this
(Bruce Willis) ever stopped to
cute
gangster
spoof
think that maybe he shouldn't
is last year's funniest
even go out on Christmas Eve comedy.
A postthat maybe he ought to curl up at
graduate
NYU
film
home with a Cisco spritzer and a
student
(Matthew
tape of a good cop movie like
The Big Combo? You should,too Broderick) is hired to
(whatever day it is), since noth- transport a Komodo
ing about this especially dragon for jumbo
money-grubbing sequel is up to bucks by a shady
John McTiernan's crack origi- character who looks
like
The
nal. The premise: On Dec. 24 just
Godfather's
Don
(again), terrorists try to spring an
incoming Noriega-like arrestee Corleone; it is a~~.......~~~
by seizing DuJJes airport outside judgment call as to which is more Pathe, $19.98)
Clark Gable had one of his
Washington, D.C.; fatally miss- hysterical - Marlon Brando's
self-parodying
performance
here,
meatiest
postwar roles in this
ing is the great claustrophobic
windy
but
robustly performed
or
a
get-down
Bert
Parks
singing
cat-and-mouse
of
its
"Tequila!"
and
"Maggie's
Fann"
version
of
William
Wister Haines'
predecessor's high-rise and the
hit
play;
cwrently
topical, it's
late
in
the
film.
The
NYU
spoofdelicious villainy of Alan
ing
(I
am
the
film
school's
least
an
Air
Force
flight comabout
Rickman. Renny Harlin directed;
advertised
alum)
isn't
far
off
the
mander
tom
apart
by
the casualI still say he turned in a much
ties
his
mark.
men
suffer
while
bombing
more accomplished job on The
Gennany. I can't recall another
CoiiiiiiGrul Decision
Three stars (1949, MGM/ pre-Vietnam movie that deals so
Copyrighl 1991, USA TOOAY/App/le
College ll'llotrnallon HetWOflt

Desert Storm pilots
fly with Van Halen
by Edna Gundersen

ISN'T IT TIME 1
: FOR DOMINO'S :
I
PIZZA?
I
1

I

I

A Very Special :
New -Semester 1
Special!
:
GET A MEDIUM CHEESEI

PIZZA FOR

$4.99
OR GET A LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA FOR

$6.99

Extra IDPC>InQs $.85 101'
snWI. $1 25 tor large

11162 WARRENSVI.l.E CTR

381-5555

-~ ..... ·~••• CMCD...ao

1-

l'ltl~ CUICAII(JISCWI,U:S5
1M.tll Gl l~OILNfJIY >IlEA

:

VOTED BEST
TOPPINGS
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Rock 'n' roll: a combat tool?
U.S. pilots are listening to
Van Halen and other rockers en
route to bombing missions. Elite
F-117A (Stealth) pilots slip
Walkman earphones under their
headsets, reports USA Today' s
Judy Keen from Saudi Arabia.
They can listen to rock and military commands simultaneously.
Pilots say the music, switched
off when they enter enemy auspace, pumps them up enroute to
targets.
"To do something that radical
and that tough, those pilots have
to be pretty inspired," says Van
Halen singer Sammy Hagar. "I'm
impressed they fmd our music
that powerful It's fantastic that
music would do that much for a
pilot under such stressful conditions." He doesn't know what
songs pilots play, but Hagar
suspects Dreams, a soaring rocker
used in a Blue Angels video of
aeronautic stunts, is a likely favorite.

Historically incompatible, war
and rock seem an odd alhance.
Hagar argues that "rock 'n' roll
doesn't
have
to
be
anti-government,
anti-establishment or anti-war."
"Vietnam was a different story,"
says Hagar, who supports the GuLf
War. "This time it's a matter of
world peace. And in all honesty,
war was inevitable. I wish we had
done it rigbt off the bat
Saddam Hussein is not a world
peace guy, not a humanitarian.
I'm not pro-war, but I don't think
tlus guy responds to any sanctions."
In December, the USO invited
Van Halen to perform aboard an
aircraft carrier in the Persian Gulf,
but plans were scuttled by unwieldy logistics. Hagar says,
"When we submitted our equipment and entourage hst, they said,
' We've gOt enough troops over
here already!' They were afraid
we'd stnk the ship." He hopes the
band wtU get another chance to
entertain: "We'd play at the front
hncs 1fthey'd let us."
(Edna Gundersen writes for
USA Today)

extensively with
tension between the
military and the
press; Walter Pidgeon, Van Johnson,
Gable and others
compensate for director Sam Wood's
characteristic dearth
of visual imagination.
NaYySEALS
One and a half stars
(1990, Orion,
$94.98)
Even topicality
can't help this
Arab-bashing triviality, which had a
brief encounter with
theaters last summer.
A Middle East thug
named AI Shuhada
has stolen Stinger missiles; this is
the kind of junk that cuts to a
reactionclose-upofCharlieShcen
yeUing"Yeah!!!"afterhe'sdriven
his car off a moving tow truck,
nearly precipitating a multiple
smashup. Oh, those Navy SEALS.
(You get a golf montage, too.)
Hardware

Two starS (1990, HBO, $92.99)

Sometime in the post-nuke future, desert scavenger Dylan
McDermott collects android remains, which he then presents to a
dish-in-burlap friend (Stacey
Travis); evenlllally, the stuff rekindles what is apparently its life
mission: destroying all living
things, while totaling the Travis
pad. Surprisingly well-madeas far
as it goes - and it would go a lot
further if it didn't recall too many
previous (and beuer) films.
Shock 'Em Dead
One star (1990, Academy,
$89.95)
Some guys will do anything to
escape working at Aldo Ray's
pizza parlor. Thisweek'sFaustian
horror pact concerns a nerd who
trades in his anchovies for rock
stardom
(and
attendant
beck-and-<:alJ bimbos) merely for
agreeing to plunder the souls of
subsequent victims. Femme
co-stars outshadow lead Traci
Lords, respectably cast here as the
band's manager; there is also Troy
Donahue as a record exec, and a
fecund musical score that includes
"I'm in Love With a Slut."
(Clark writes for Gannett
News Service.)

John Carroll University
Department of Communication
Presents

Tom Stoppard's

Till~ IR~&ll
IIrro~J:P)~<tft<rDrr

IHl<IDUill]Jcdl
February 14-16 & 21-23 at 8 p.m. in the
Marinello Little Theatre.
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Winner takes all

Fox can't lose with Parker Lewis
by Chris Reed
Staff Reporter

Parker Lewis Can't wse is a
comedy that just can't miss. and
is shown Sundays at7: 30p.m. on
Fox (channell9).
Lewis (Corin Nemec) is a
high school student who, like
Ferris Bueller, ispartclassclown
and part class ring leader, always
confidently determined to have
fun and achieve his various goaJs.
Case in point, his favorite line is,
"Not a problem."
UnlikeFemsBueller,Lewis'
schemes occassionally help, not
hinder, such as his plan to help
the brainless school bully.
Kubiak, get a college scholarship and another providing a
school-wide dating seminar.
Unfortunately, some schemes
send Lewis up the proverbial

creek; for example, Kubiak
nearly killing him instead of
thanking him.
Lilce Bueller, Lewis has a kid
sister who would like his head on
a stick. Lewis usually encounters
his "Mr. Rooney-" like

:~:r.ni~~~n:~:. p;;;iceJEWIS
:~~:;£~::
'L
henchman.
Another plus over
Beuller is that although
Lewis is a manipulative •
party animal, he still stands
by his friends and helps them
OUL

Parker Lewis Can't wse is a
fun show for anyone willing to
take the time to wat.ch it When
I saw its summer previews, I was
immediately attracted to 1ts offbalance sense of humor.
It is like most Fox shows,
that is, weird yet appealing and

abused Steven St.aynor

in the 1989 NBC mov1e,
CAN'T LOSE ;~·=·==-=
u
I Know My First Name

~

TM

The bit.arre comedic touches
include sudden character appearances, strange sound effects, and
slarnmmg doors so hard the glass
falls OUL
You've got to vicanously enjoy the idea of being able to
blackmail your worst enemy and
laugh riotously at a girl earnestly
torching a photo.

Is Steven.

•

DAYS
ARE COMING.
~ 1!;~11~1t!l;~

ur goal is
to help you

••
•
••

.

~DOG

He has been compared(deservedlyso)toMJchael
J. Fox and Matthew Brodenck.
Nemec apparently fits th1s role
as if he is playmg himself, but

·r---~::~--~----~--~~Jr005.St7--~~a;~~3%:~~~~~~~~.

•
•
•
•
• -------------------

he conveys h1s sense of enjoyment well through his character
Immersion.
One gets the feeling that Lewis
IS a modem day Peter Pan in wantmg to spread the good times and
never have to be too responsible.
He's always got the look that says,
"Don't worry, as soon as we're
out of this one, it's party time."
Parker Lewis Can't wse is a
wonderful show that just keeps
you laughing.

I have got to admit, only in
sit.coms (and nighunares) would
the girl of your dreams be
hooked up with someone else
indirectly through your own effortS.
Nemec is great as

probablynotsomethmgthatwould
be on the "Big 3" networks.
The show's situations, characters andcredibihty (or lack of) are
manipulated to generate the
laughs.
_
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•

•
•
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Cleveland-Marshall College ofLaw

•
••
•
•
•

"Cieveland-~1arshall s
~wnin!l pro!lram allo\\s m~

to remain in my profession

whilt> JC(t!pting the
challeng~ of law xhool.
Smce the sch~dule ha~ a lot
to offer. I can coordinate m~·
studies with my job

•

demands.~

Joni ~1arra
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law mvites you to an
Open House. You'll meet our faculty, staff. and
students and learn about our program, admission
requirements. and career opportunities.
Select a date that's convenient for you and return
the form below. We'll send you further information.
Na~ -------Add~ ---

--~---- ~one

_ _ __

Ctty.State.Ztl.>--------

l"nJergraJ
Sch<x>l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .\ll)Or

•
A cQnvenient. nearby
movie altemadve is Moviea

10 in Loehman•s P.lat.a at I-9()
ad Bisbop Rd.. .(15 Q\jnntos
up ~(ic~M>nd . Rd. .•&om Ce-

•

Yes. I plan to attend one:
:J ~I monty O~n Hou$t
Thursday. ft'bruary 14. 1991
6-S p.m.
J

Cen~ral

Open Hou~c
Thursday, February 2S. 19!11
6-Sp.m.

:..l :-io, I m unable lo attend an Oll<!n
House hut plcC!!it' ~end me an
applicat1on and catalo!l.

csu
No Lunits .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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The Of1ice of Adm1ss•ons
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College of Law
1801

Euclid
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Cleveland State University
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Pharmacology excites and challenges Gussin
a post-doctoral research fellow at his hobbies. He sees pharmacolthe State UniversityofNew York, ogy as very excaung because he
Department ofPharmacology. For never knows what he will find
Someone new moved tnto almost three years he taught there whale he as domg research.
WhileGussar. :.not workmgor
Rodman Halltlus week.
as a low-paid faculty member.
Dr. RobenGussm,a Woodrow Followmg this, Gussin worked at travehng across the world on
Wilson Visiung Fellow, IS vasit- Lederle Laborawnes as a research busmess, which has been hmated
ing the John Carroll Unaversity pharmacologist After two years, tremendous! v because of the war,
campus to share has knowledge of he moved up to be the group leader he uses has free ume to his advanphannacology and its relationship of the Department of Cardiovas- tage. With seven grown chi ldren ,
to om everyday Jives with theJCU cular-Renal Pharmacology there, the youngest a college freshman,
bccomang the director after four and four grandchildren,Gussin has
community.
"It's a neat way to gave back: years.
time to spend with his wife Pat, a
what I've gouen," said Gussin,
In I974, Gussin became the pediatrician and research manager
the vice president of science and dJrcctor of research at McNea I wath JohrJSon & Johnson. They
technology at Johnson & John- Laboratones, Inc. He was in charge hke to hake, snoo,v ski or travel to
son. This is the fust time Gussm of pre-clinical research. It was New York for a weekend. Some-has had the chance to be a Wilson during this time that Tylenol, a times they are able to do business
FeUow. When he was nomtnated product of McNeil Laboratories, and vacation together because they
for the position he dld not know if was found on the market after work for the same company.
some poorer countries. When he
he would be able to take a week being sold only to doctors and
Gussin would like to continue was in the Philippines at Manila
out of his schedule of doing bus a- pharmacists. The popularity of to be involved in research projects General Hospital, he was exposed
ness around the world. However, Tylenol caused McNeil Laborato- which provide beneficial products to medical condauons that are
he really enjoys talking to students ries, owned by Johnson & John- to people. He remembers when he very different from those in the
and 1S happy to be back armd a son, to split into McNeil Pharma- receaved a letter from two elderly United States. He recalls that there
college atmosphere. Gussin was ceuticals and McNeil Consumer sisters who were handicapped with were two to four patients per bed
once a college professor before Products. Gussin worked for rheumatoid arthritis. They thanked and the rooms were very crowded
his interests became more focused McNeil Pharmaceuticals unul him for being involved in the re- and urJSanuary. In spiteofthat,the
on research.
1986 when he became the vice search and placement of an anti- patients loved their physicians and
Gussin first became interested president of science and technol- inflammatory drug on the market made them feel very rewarded.
in pharmacology while he was ogy at Johnson & Johnson.
which allowed them to travel and Gussin said that such experiences
working toward his bachelor's
Johnson & Johnson is the enjoy life after 15 years of being motivate ham in his own career.
degree in pharmacy at Duquesne world's largest health care com- confined to their house. He would
Accordmg to Gussin, the most
University. He realized he did not pany, specializing in more than like to see more of his work: help exciting time of his life is the
want to go into hospital or retail just shampoo and band-aids, said others in this way.
present He enjoys the competipharmacy, so at the suggcsuon of Gussin laughingly. He saad there
Gussin recalled his travels to uon in has JOb and the knowledge
his professor, he became inter- are I 75 smaller companies of
ested in pharmacology-thestudy Johnson & Johnson spread out
ofhowdrugsaffectorganisms. He over54countrieswithover80,000
earned his Masters degree in phar- employees.
"I am proud to go to work evmacology a1 Duquesne and went
----------on to get his doctorate at the ery day because I really think we
by Bonnie Walwood
University of Michigan in phar- do help people," said Gussin.
Profiles Editor
Gussin is so happy with his job
macology as well.
Gussin continued his studies as that he feels he is being paid for
John Carroll University boasts
of a diverse student population.
This year, JCU can be proud to
have two Carmelite sisters strolling the campus as members of the
student body; Sr. Maristella
Beeman, O.C.D., and Sr. Emma
Luz, O.C.D. Beeman claims to be
shy but is actually very friendly
and tallcative about her vocation
and freshman year on the John
Carroll campus.
Beeman is from the Carmelite attracted Beeman because of its
s of the Most Sacred Hean of Los excellent education program. She
Angeles. The Carmelites are both already has a major in busmess
a contemplative and active order from a junior college in California
who have a hospital, retreat house but is now worldng toward an
and day care centers in L.A. They education major. She is very happy
just recently sent six sisters from to be at John Carroll. "I like the
Califomiato0hioinAugust,l990. school altogether," said Beeman.
Beeman is a native of California "The students are welcoming. It
and is now at Saint Rose of Lima stands out so greatly!" She deparash here in Cleveland at the scribes the atmosphere as a
request of a priest there. JCU "friendly, family-type."
Beeman IS one of eight children in her family. When she decided on a religious life, there were
many responses from her siblings.
"They were divided in opinions,
but never unsupportive," said
by Anne Tirpak
Profiles Editor

thalthe field can always do better.
This competition and excitement
makes Gussin want to go to work
each day. Gussin enjoys the challenge and has a lot of energy and
love for has career.
Tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the
Jardine Room, Gussin wall address
the advances in the medical field
and how these breakthroughs are
too costly for the pubhc. His talk
is entitled "Health Care in theYear
2000-Advanccs and Costs."
"We arc in the middle of a
technical revolution," saidGussin.
"In health care alone we can do
incredable thmgs."

Carmelite Sister enjoys 'family-type'
atmosphere on JCU campus
Beeman. In fact, her best friend
also entered into a religious life as
well as her younger sister who
JOined the Carmelites.
Beeman dccaded to JOm the
Carmelites after much thought and
prayer to God. Her sptrltual director in California mtroduced her to
the order, which is open to women
from ages 18 to 30 years old, "but
there are exceptions," notes
Beeman. She spent nane months
as a postulate, learning about her
religion and keeping herself open
to God She is now in her second
year as a noviciate,leaming about
the order and spending many hours
in prayer and thought. She looks
forward to takmg her first vows
after she has completed hersecond
year as a noviciate. From there,
she will make her final or "perpetual" profession to God in the
Carmelite order.
Beeman, as well as all of the
Carmelites, wears a long, brown
habit as a sign of her consecration
to Christ. "Often, I would compare
how nurses wear whate or a policeman wears a uniform," said
Beeman in describing her dress.
"They all tell you what they are.
Our habit shows that we belong to
Christ."
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Spirit of the classics is motivation in Jesuit's work
went to JCU from
1946-48.
After leaving JCU,
Lihvar served in the
Navy. The suffering
and destruction he
witnessed throughout
the East after World
War II inspired him to
join the seminary and
to dedicate his life to
God.
In 1961 Lihvarentcred the seminary in
Cincinnati. He also
by Jackie Mikula
received a doctorate
from the University of
Rev. FrankP. Lihvar, S.J. flfst Chicago and taught in
came to John Carroll University Detroit for three years.
in 1946 to become a doctor, but He then returned to
returned in 1970 as what he calls a JCU in 1970 as a classical lan"doctor of souls."
guages professor.
Proud of being a John Carroll
The classical languages dealumnus, Lihvar recalls a time partment focuses on Greek and
when the campus was much Roman history and the Latin lansmaller, withapproximately 1,000 guage. Lihvar stresses that classistudents and only Bernet and cal languages are an important
Dolan Halls.
basis in understanding the origins
As a native of Cleveland, of the English language. Though
Lihvar auended Cathedral Latin the classical languages deparunent
high school. Upon graduating, he is one of JCU's smallest, Lihvar

said that the students are devoted,
and he is confident that classical
languages will continue to anract
incoming students.
Although he admits there is
nothing he would rather be doing
than teaching, Lihvar also enjoys
writing in his spare time.
Lihvar writes primarily about
the Greek and Latin languages,
but would eventually like to write

about religion and politics. He has
decided to take a reduced teaching
load this semester so that he can
devote more tlfne writing about
the languages.
In addition to his love for writing, Lihvar is also an av1d traveler.
Last summer he took a sabbatical
to travel throughout Europe. He
hopes to join the missions and
travel to Russia, China, or Africa
upon retirement.
Lihvar speaks optimistically
and expects to see many changes
occurring in the Cathohc church.
He said that even though there
have been several doctrinal problems in the past two decades, he
sees a "reunification of the
Church" emerging. Through more
ecumenical services, Lihvar hopes
that a stabilization of changes will
occur and soon the opposing
churches will unite to solve modem, ethical problems.
As a veternn of World War II
with firsthand knowledge of the
effects of war, Lihvar expresses
many concerns about the war in
the Middle East.
"The world is too sophisticated

for wars," Lihvar said. "Lack of
communication 1sthemaincause."
Lihvar is also concerned about
the conflict the war is causing in
Amenca and on the John Carroll
campus. He finds 1t d1fficult to
take sides about the war.
"I am against the war, but for
our men," Lihvar said.
Though he feels it is good to
hang flags and to show support for
our troops, Lihvar sees the ultimate answer to the war against
Iraq will only come through
praying for peace.
Lihvar is m>tonly involved with
the JCU community, but is also
involved in area parishes. Lihvar
regularly celebrates mass at
Regina High School in South
Euclid.

Valentine

c£assifieas
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Tankers rout B-W as OAC Championship nears
by Mike Stein
Sports Editor
John Carroll's men's and
women's swim teams continued
their assaults on the competition
last weekend as they dominated
weekend matches with BaldwinWallace. 1be Yellow Jackets were
practically left standing on the
shore as JCU's men won 136-89
and the women rolled lOa 155-89
victory.
Both teamS now share identical dual meet records of 4-1, with
3-0 Ohio Athletic Conference
marks.
Despite the lopsided scores,
Carroll head swim coach Matt
Lenhart did not expect the wins to

come easily, especially since
Baldwin-Wallace pounded the
women's team last year.
"I thought that the Saturday
meet would be a lot closer,"
Lenhart said. "I thought there was
a way that we could lose going
into the meeL We did get a liu.le
revenge [from last year]."
Carroll's team of sophomores
Julie Bork, Bonnie MacDougaU,
Audrey Citriglia, and freshman
Marcy Mulbargeropened the meet
with a victory in the 400-yard
medley relay. After that, Jennifer
Pettit won the 1,000-yard free and
Citriglia won the 200-yard free
before B-W won its first event.
For the men, the outcome was
never in doubt. JCU won the frrst
ten events in cruising lO victory.

JCU's 400-yard medley relay
team of juniors Tom Doyle, Jim
Walter,seniorJeffLaCamera,and
freshman David O'Dell opened
the meet with a victory. Later,
LaCamera added victories in the
50-and 100-yard freestyleevenlS,
O'Dell later the 200-yard I.M.,
and Doyle raced to victory in the
200-yard backstroke.
After road meets in Ohio
Northern and Bethany this weekend, Carroll will return home to
host the OAC Championships in
two weeks. Both teams are confident the
as OAC

!!I Cheap fun in the sun. For
information, call Vince at 397SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS,
5250 or Gene at 397-5259.
GRANTS.
ED'S
SERVICES
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE 3006
BOX
TERM PAPERS, REPORTS, REBOSTON,
MA 02130
1--- - - - - - - - - --tSEARCH PAPER, BASE PRICE:
SCHOLASTIC & FACULTY - $2.00
Room For Rent·
DOUBLE SPACE PAGE AND $4.00
- SSQ k• toward first month.
SPACE PAGE. CALL
- Double wilh kitchen, & washing
MICHELLE AT 481-5486.
machine.
- Five minute walk from campus.
-Beginning second semester.
PERSON/\L
Call 382-3075 or oontact housing.

F
A
S
T
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your campus
organization. Plus a chance at $5000
morel This program works! No investment needed. Call 1-800-9320528 Ext. 50.

HONEYBUNCH - I am smitten! Love,
BABY

1-----------~

SPRING BREAK 1991 - Individual or
JEN PEN, Thanks for being that
student organization needed to prosomeone. love, Tom P.
mote Spring Break trip. Eam money,
free trips and valuable work experi- t - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
ence. CALL NOW!! Inter- Campus l. - It is the principle, but it is not the
Programs:
principal thing. Sorry- A.
1-800-327-6013.
1 - - - - - -- - - - -- tBonnie - Thankyoo!Thankyou, Thank
you!
Summer SybJets Wanted
Law firm seeking furnished apart- 1-- - -- - - - - - --f
ments for summer associates to HAPPY GROUNDHOG DAY - SID &
sublet. Please contact Debbie THE 3rd FLOOR OF GNU.
Tomedolskey(586-7306)orLorieHart t--- - - -- - --......,.---1
(586-1351).
LOVE, PEACE, HARMONY, VERY
1 - - - - - - - - - - - -INICE, VERY NICE, VERY NICE FREESPRINGBREAKVACATIONI MAYBE IN THE NEXT WORLD.
Organize a small group or campus- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - l
wideeventl Earn High Commission& Who is the real INSPECTOR
Free Trips! Call: (800) 826-9100.
HOUND?
MATHTUTORING -AIIIevels, includ- ANyone who recorded Twin Peaks
ingstatistics. Cai1Davidat691-0812. last Saturday Call Mike & Dave at
Available anytime, including week- 229-6063.
eoos.
t -- - - - ---------- - -1
t-------------~McRib, Dont' take it so hard. You
•• RESUME •• Professional, accu- should be sending us the thank you
rate, laser print quality. Twenty- four card.
hoot service. Fax available. One 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -1
page Resume$20.00. Call381-9349.

Christie Palumbo already has
qualified, and freshmen Marcy
Mulbarger and David O'Dell are
both within one second ofqualifying for berths in various races.
Lenhart is sure they will make the
times before the season is over.
Other swimmers who have a
chance with good perfonnances
in the next couple of weeks are
Ross McAllister, Jeff LaCamera,
and Bonnie MacDougall.
"We're confident that all the
training that we've gone through
will pay off," O'Dell said. "We
g

Mountain men muzzled

by Kevin Krueger

Pete, Good Luck with Briana.
Hi I My name is Dave, and I'm sick of
out with pretty girls!!

champions.
"We're kind of gearing up for
it now," Lenhart said. "We have
to be kind of confident, but we're
not overconfident."
Lenhart fuUy expects to see
two Carroll champions emerge
from the championship meet.
"For the guys, I don't see any
way that we can be beaten,"
Lenhart said. "Maybe if we take
the second and third days [of the
meet] off, we can lose."
Several Carroll athletes have a
chance to qualify for the National
Junior diver

A wave of purple sweaters had
invaded the visitor's section of the
old gymnasium, packing tightly
toward the middle of the wooden
pull-out stands that loomed forward at the edge of the mat. Purple
and white varsity football jackets
topped with crew cuts adorned in
gold rings and thick smirks slowly
strutted by to sit among the
sweaters.
They had been to this place
before, last October when the
stands were pennanent and outdoors, when they arrived in similar numbers and were loud and

tasteless and mocking in their
cheers. And they had left with the
thick smirks and the gold rings,
the result of a dramatic Mount
Union football victory over host
John Carroll.
The purple people were back
now, this time with a glassy look
of false assurance in their stares.
The intensity of this place's inhabitants stung their eyes and
lumped their throats, and so they
gathered in a tight mass in the
middle of the visitor's side to rally
their strength. They had invaded,
and they could feel that they were
not welcome.
" It was great to see so many
people turn out," junior Dave
Buckiso, a John Carroll AllAmerican said. "I was pumped up
to wrestle Mount Union as it was,
but when Nick (Salatino) took the
mat and our crowd roared, I had to

13443 Cedar at S. Taylor
Cleveland Hts.
9:52-<>60:5

2nd GENERATION
DJ Every
Friday Night
From Alternative Music
To Classic Rock and Roll

keep my walkman on or I would
have gotten too fired up way before my match."
The inhabitants in blue and gold
did indeed roar with intense
pleasure as they lent their wills
and their strengths to those who
battled valiantly for them on the
mat in the middle of the gym.
With the score tied at twelve
apiece, they collectively tensed
and watched as their next warrrior
strode out to meet a purple man in
an orange mask, in a bout they
knew could sway the tide of the
evening decisively in either side's
favor.
"When I got my hand on the
back of his head and he let it
distract him, I knew I had found an
edge," Tim Bane, who supplied
John Carroll with a clutch 3-2
victory, said. "I was also very
confident that I would be able to
escape from him in the last period."
The purple sweaters were
shocked into deeper silence when
their last wrestler fell with a sudden thud under the weight of the
inhabitant's Goliath. A rush of
ecstatic pride shook the old gymnasium as blue and gold, with
heads held high and hearts redeemed, took to the mal to congratulate their Blue Streak wrestlers.
Nobody noticed the purple
people as they quietly left.
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Grapplers grind out victory against top OAC foe
bynmHoran
staff Reporter

After winning only one of the
fli'St five matches on the night, the
Blue Streak wrestling team rallied
late in last Friday's dual meet to
dump defending Ohio Athletic
Conference champions Mount
Union 22-12 in front ofa crowd of
1,800 in Carroll Gym.
Carroll fell behind in the meet
after a tie in the 118-pound match
and losses in the 126-pound, 142poWld, and 150-pound bouts, but
still only trailed 12-9 due to junior

All-American Dave Buckiso's
major decision of Chuck Schmidt
11-3 in the 134 pound match.
Knowing that the heart of the
t"'..am is in the upper weight classes,
the Blue Streaks remained confident and took full control of the
meet and went on to win the remaining five matches.
Senior Tim Connor started the
Carroll comeback with his 8-2
victory over Shawn Brown at158
poWlds, tieing the meet 12-12, and
the Streaks never looked back af.
ter junior Tim Bane squeaked out
a 3-2 victory in the 177-pound

bout. Carroll led 15-12.
Junior All-American Corey
Bowser ended the match for all
intents and purposes with a 17-5
thrashing of Mau Russell at 190
pounds, but more thrills were still
to come.
In the the heavyweight bout,
junior Dan Single completed a
spectacular inside trip with seven
seconds left in the match to drop
DanBobish2-1,givingtheSireaks
their fourth slraight victory over
the Purple Raiders and improving
theircareerOAC dual meet record
to a perfect 14-0.

On Saturday the team will visit
Ashland for their final dual meet
before hosting the OAC Cham pionshipsonFeb.23atCarrollGym.

Last year the team placed second in the OAC to Mount Union.
Mount Union edged the Slreaks
by four points.

-

Lady Streaks reject Raiders while setting school record
by Julie Evans
Staff Reporter

The John Carroll women's
basketball team's intense 68-53
victory over Mount Union Tuesday night was both a basketball
and morale building victory.
Head coach Roxanne Allen felt

confident because of the home
court advantage, the crowd suppon, and most importantly, because of Monday's practice.
"We did drills that produced
good results," Allen said. "The
word for Tuesday night's game is
'focus.' We know we can beat this
team because last time we played

them we lost on theircourtbyonly
five points."
The S!reaks frustrated Mount
Union's offense and set a school
record by blocking 12 shots, shattering the previous record of 9 set
against Hiram in 1981.
Carroll controlled the game
against Mount Union, playing a
fast and furious pace. The S!Teaks
led33-27athalftime. TheSireaks
trailed throughout mostoftheftrst
half, but were sparked when
Michelle Bielozer came off t~e

bench and proceeded to hand out
seven assists on the night.
Freshman Cindy Shumaker
broke a personal scoring record of
23 points, sinking her final basket
in the final two seconds. Sophomore Beth Arrowsmith also tossed
in 17 points.
The Streaks still maintain a
positive attitude despite being only
4-11 in conference.
"Now's the time teams either
play well and get hot or look towardstheendoftheseason," Allen

said. "We want to get hot."
Allen, in her first year as
Carroll's head coach, feels some
of the problems may also be adjusanent to a new coach.
"I've changed some rules,"
Allen said. "I like to see five
people in double digits, not JUSt
one."
The Streaks next challenge will
be at Heidelberg Saturday at 2
p.m. The Streaks return home
next Tuesday night to face Hiram
at 7:30p.m.
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Freshman guard cause for hoop optimism

by David Caldwell
Sports Editor
Just because John Carroll's
men's basketball team is mired in
last place in the Ohio Atheletic
Conference doesn't mean that
thereisn'treasonforoptimism. In
what has been a relatively dark
season, theplayoffreshmanpoint
guardJohnnieBuffordisaconsistently bright ray of hope for the
future of Blue Streak basketball.
In his flCSt year, Bufford has
put together the kind ofcredentials
that a seasoned veteran would be
proud of. The 5' 11" playmaker
leads the OAC in assists with 5.9
per game, and leads the team with
an average of 31 minutes per
contest. In less than a season of
play, Bufford has cleariy established himself as the Streaks floor
leader.
What might be the best way to
judge how important Bufford is
on the floor is to look at how the
Streaks have done without him.

Behind 16 points from Bufford,

the Streaks held a two-point advantage when he fouled out with
just over three minutes to play
against Baldwin-Wallace on Jan.
16. In Bufford's absence, Carroll
failed to score the rest of the way
and lost 65-56.
Noone has been more surprised
at his rise to prominence than
Bufford himself.
"I never thought that I'd come
in and startimmediately," Bufford
said. "But, I knew that if! worked
hard that I could contribute."
The Streaks •struggling offense
in recent weeks has created a bigger scoring bur~en for Bufford,
who has responded by averaging
14.6 points per game.
"We've got a lot of guys like
(Mike) Toth and (Man) Zappitell i
who can score, and I like to get
them the ball," Bufford said. "But,
if I have to, I like to score 100."
Bufford's contributions sound
like the result of years of finetuning. But, not only is Bufford
justafreshman,butheonly started
to play basketball competitively
in his junior year, just two years
ago, at Cleveland'sJohn Hay High.
"I was always playing baseball
as a kid," Bufford said.

Although John Hay is only a
couple of miles removed from the
John Carroll campus physically. it
hasn't exactly been a breeding
ground for JCU student-athletes.
Bufford, who had offers from Division I schools such as Akron,
hopes that he is starting a new
trend.
"Guys from my school never
really considered corning here,"
Bufford said. "I think I might
have opened up something."
"Coach (Tim) Baab never
promised me anything, he just
talked about the academics here,
and that was one of the things I
was looking for."
The Streaks 3-11 conference
record was one thing that Bufford
was not looking for, especially
considering the Streaks strong
start.
"I heard the OAC was tough,
but I really didn't expect it to be
this good," Bufford said.
"I thought we'd be better after
the start we got, but it's not frustrating, you have to learn to take
your lumps, I guess."
Don't count on the Streaks
taking too many lumps in the future with Bufford leading the attack.

JCU freshman guard Johnnie Bufford attempts a shot in
victory over Ohio Northern Saturday.

Streaks end OAC skid
John Carroll's men's basketball team wnet on a game-ending
13-0 run to end a six-game losing
streak last Saturday with a 51-46
victory over Ohio Northern. The
Streaks improvde to 3-11 in Ohio

Athletic Conference play.
Junior forward Mike Toth and
freshman guard Johnnie Bufford
scored 11 of those final 13 points.
Toth finished with 17 and Bufford
had 16.
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